


3 CURATORS + 3 ARTISTS = PLATFORM3 



Mid 2000, market boom in Indonesia contemporary art led 

to an urgency to find an art space that provide art 

practitioners’ need to explore and experiment.  

In 2009, Platform3 began with 

three curators and three artists 

who attempted to construct a 

space to develop collaborative 

works.



Agung 
Hujatnikajennong
Independent curator
Lecturer at FSRD ITB

Recent works:
•San Art, Vietnam
•Jogja Biennale 

Rifky
Effendy
Independent curator

Recent works:
Indonesia pavilion in Venice Biennale

Aminuddin 
TH Siregar
Independent curator
Lecturer at FSRD ITB

founders 
curators



founders 
artists

J. Ariadhitya
Pramuhendra
Artist

Wiyoga
Muhardanto
Artist

Radi
Arwinda
Artist



Platform3 started by focusing on 

solo exhibitions, with occasional 

group exhibitions, various cooperation 

with other galleries and artist-in-

residency programs.



Exhibitions at Platform3 are named 

“special projects/presentation”. The artist 

would respond to yearly theme chosen by 

board and went through intense discussion 

in the process of developing idea and 

making artworks.

special project/presentation



Artists were encouraged to open 

his/her own exhibition and then 

followed by a talk with the 

attending public. In the talk 

section during opening, the 

artists would explain issues and 

process around the idea of 

his/her project, related to the 

given yearly theme.



The first yearly exhibition 

program at Platform3 

brought up the theme of 

Post-Colonialism. Artists 

were asked to examine 

issues on colonialism found 

in the space of daily life, 

further explored and then 

made as a basis for art 

projects.



Entering 2012, PLATFORM3 programs focused on the year’s theme of Global 

Sensibilities, as an effort to interrupt and question the advancement of art practice, in 

relation with various aspects of globalization.



participatory projects

Wiyoga Muhardanto at
Art Stage Singapore 2011

Radi Arwinda at
Art Future ArtHK 2011

J. Ariadhitya Pramuhendra at
Art Future ArtHK 2010



other programs

Art talks

Discussion

Screening

Lecture

Book launching

Performance 



artist-in-residency

In 2014, Platform3 initiated an 

artist-in-residency program. 

In Situ AIR focuses on how the 

artist creates artwork/art project 

as an exploration result of 

Platform3 surroundings that 

locates among local 

neighbourhood, badminton field, 

praying place, rice field, and 

highway. Insitu AIR also 

facilitated the artist with 

discussion and presentation 

program in the end of their 

residency in Platform3.



With the dynamics and shifts that happened in Indonesia art scene, 

Platform3 needed to make several adjustments to continue the 

programs and bring more activites. Platform3 finally found a new 

place, which happens to be owned by a well-nown local artist, Rosyid. 

While continuing the regular programs and 

other activities, Platform3 felt the need to 

adjust and respond to the new 

environment, keeping update with current 

art public and scene.



rejuvenation

BOARD MEMBERS

Agung Hujatnikajennong

Heru Hikayat

Rifky Effendy

J. Ariadhitya Pramuhendra

Wiyoga Muhardanto

Radi Arwinda



With the change in several aspects, 

PLATFORM3 still maintains its main focus to 

create a supportive environment for artists to 

develop artist’s thematic and artistic ideas 

through intense discussions. All exhibitions 

held by PLATFORM3 underline every artist’s 

statement as the most important aspect.

Beside initiating solo exhibitions, 

PLATFORM3 also formed other programs to 

accommodate other activities related to art 

practice.

FOCUS:

Solo exhibition

IN SITU:

Artist in residency

COLLECTIVE:

Group exhibition

LIVE:

Performance

ISSUE:

Talk & Discussion

DEPARTURE:

Participatory Project

SCREEN:

Screening



2015-2016 Plan

COLLABORATION



2015-2016

MARCH Collective > NEO-PITAMAHA 

Workshop > Cupping and Ink drawing

Workshop > Papercutting

Issue > Mujahidin Nurrahman

APRIL Collective > Group Exhibition of Magister Student FSRD ITB

Workshop > Watercolor illustration

MAY Focus > Panca Dz 

Workshop > Ceramic 

Issue > Zico Albaiquni

JUNE Focus > Eldwin Pradipta 

Workshop > Video mapping 

JULY Focus > Zia Fauziana

AGUSTUS Departure > Tegalega Pavillion

SEPTEMBER Focus > Endira Julianda

OCTOBER Focus > Tara Astari 

NOVEMBER Focus > Radi Arwinda 
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